Safe Work Method Statements (SWMS) – Just Another Deliverable?
In this paper, I will hopefully shed light on why I believe there is currently a lack of industry understanding of the
establishment of Safe Work Method Statements (SWMS) to ensure a Safe System of Work is in place. With the advent
of the statutory requirement to develop SWMS for High Risk Work to demonstrate that a Safe System of Work exists,
it’s just not working in many workplaces because the requirement is just not really understood by Management,
Supervision and even a few Safety Practitioners.

What does Safety Legislation actually require?
In Western Australia, the Occupational Safety and Health Act 1984 (the Act), Section 19 of the Act, Duties of employers,
requires employers, as far as practicable, to provide and maintain a working environment in which their employees are
not exposed to hazards.
This requirement of the Act includes employers providing such information, instruction and training and adequate
Supervision as is necessary to enable employees to perform their work so as they are not exposed to hazards.
Section 23D of the Act, provides that where a principal engages a contractor to carry out work, section 19 of the Act
applies. To be clear, where a person uses a contractor to carry out some of the work associated with the trade or
business, that person (called the ‘principal’) then becomes the employer of the contractor, the contractor’s employees
and any sub-contractors.
In the Western Australian Occupational Safety and Health Regulations 1996 (regulations), r 3.143 of the regulations
requires that all high-risk construction work done, or to be done, at the site must be covered by a SWMS. Persons who
have day-to-day on-site control of high risk construction work must provide the main contractor with a SWMS or,
failing that, the main contractor must prepare the necessary SWMS and keep it up to date.
The main contractor must ensure that high-risk construction work, as far as practicable, is carried out in accordance
with the SWMS. If work is not carried out in accordance with the SWMS, the work must cease until the SWMS is
complied with.

Key Points from the WA Legislation
The SWMS must be in writing and, as far as practicable, set out:





each high-risk construction work activity that is or includes a hazard or the risk of injury or harm to a person
resulting from any such hazards
the safety measures to be implemented to reduce the risk, including the control measures which are
genuinely based on the hierarchy of controls
a description of the equipment to be used in the work activity
the qualifications and training (if any) required for persons doing the work

As for the Worksafe Australia Model Work Health and Safety Act, under Part 2 Health and safety duties Division 2
Primary duty of care the Primary duty of care resides with the person conducting a business or undertaking. In the
Model Work Health and Safety Regulations, under Part 6.3 Duties of Person Conducting Business or Undertaking,
Division 2 High risk construction work—safe work method statements, Section 299 specifies requirements for Safe
work method statement required for high risk construction work.
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It states that a person conducting a business or undertaking that includes the carrying out of high risk construction
work must, before high risk construction work commences, ensure that a safe work method statement for the
proposed work is prepared. The safe work method statement must:
a) identify the work that is high risk construction work; and
b) specify hazards relating to the high risk construction work and risks to health and safety associated with those
hazards; and
c) describe the measures to be implemented to control the risks; and
d) describe how the control measures are to be implemented, monitored and reviewed.
A safe work method statement must also:
a)

be prepared taking into account all relevant matters, including:
I.
circumstances at the workplace that may affect the way in which the high risk construction work is
carried out; and
II.
if the high risk construction work is carried out in connection with a construction project—the WHS
management plan that has been prepared for the workplace; and
b) be set out and expressed in a way that is readily accessible and understandable to persons who use it.
In support of the above Safety Legislation there is the National Standard for Construction Work Guidance for main
contractors and people with control of construction work. The Standard it too specifies Safe work method statements
(also known as Job Safety Analyses, or JSAs) being required for any 'high risk construction work' to be done at the site.
In the specification it states that Safe work method statements or JSAs for 'high-risk construction work' must be in
writing and, as far as practicable, contain the following information:






Each high-risk construction work activity that is or includes a hazard to which a person is likely to be exposed;
The risk of injury or harm to a person resulting from any such hazards;
The safety measures to be implemented to reduce the risk(s), including the control measures to be applied to
the work activity or hazard(s);
A description of the equipment used in the high-risk construction work activity; and
Any qualifications and/or training required to enable people to do the work safely.

Key Points from the WHS Legislation
SWMS Content Requirements







It must be specific to the works being undertaken on the project; that is, a generic SWMS that has not been
made site specific will not meet statutory requirements.
It must identify the specific hazards relating to the work activity and the control measures to be implemented
to control the identified hazards.
It must identify how the control measures are to be implemented, monitored and reviewed, and there must
be a clear link between identified hazards and associated controls. Grouping of hazards may not enable this.
Defined control measures in SWMS must eliminate or minimise risks of each identified hazard associated with
the work activity in accordance with the Hierarchy of Control.
Controls must be in accordance with relevant requirements from legislation, Codes of Practice and Australian
Standards for the hazards identified and specific to the work being undertaken.
SWMS must take into account the associated requirements such as permit systems, etc.

SWMS Development Requirements
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It must be developed in consultation with workers conducting the activity (or their representatives).
It must be reviewed by the Principal Contractor, against criteria defined by them, before the work activity
commences. Note that any issues with the SWMS must be rectified prior to work commencement.
Workers must be provided with information and instruction on the SWMS before the work activity
commences. The Principal Contractor must either deliver this or ensure that it has been delivered.
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Work must be completed in accordance with the SWMS, and the Principal Contractor must have a system to
monitor compliance with the SWMS.
It must be reviewed when controls are potentially not effective (e.g. incident, work not in accordance with the
SWMS etc.), changes to the workplace occur that introduce new hazards, or as required by the Principal
Contractor’s system in order to keep the SWMS current to the work activity being undertaken.

What is NOT required in the SWMS








Lists of legislation or legislative references within SWMS are not required so long as the actual controls reflect
any specific legislative requirement (e.g. specific PPE required by legislation would need to be specified in the
control measures for the identified hazard if it is relevant to the work being undertaken).
Complete quotes or sections from Codes of Practice and Australian Standards inserted as controls are not
required.
SWMS for activities not defined as High-Risk Construction Work as per the jurisdictional WHS Act or
Regulations are not required.
Initial and residual risk ratings within the SWMS are not required (so long as risk is assessed elsewhere within
the Principal Contractor’s system).
Contractor using the same SWMS template as the Principal Contractor is not required.
Principal Contractor ‘approval’ of SWMS is not required (though review and correction of issues prior to
commencement of work is required).

Key Points common across the Legislation




Statutory Authorities do not dictate the form and content of a SWMS and there is no Statutory SWMS
template.
Statutory Authorities do not require extracts or lists of legislation/regulations or Codes, nor does it require risk
assessment to be included, etc.
Given that you cannot ‘Contract out of your Duty of Care’, Principal Contractors have a responsibility to assess
the risk of identified hazards.

So, what is a SWMS?
A SWMS should detail step-by-step, how a task is to be carried out safely. The task step-by-step procedure
can be inclusive/based on a Standard of Operating Practice, but must be specific to the task at hand and
should be risk assessed against the uniqueness of the receiving environment.
The SWMS is the term used to prescribe a statutory requirement for all High-Risk Construction Work
(HRCW) under safety regulations in Australia.
What is High-Risk Construction Work (HRCW)? HRCW are the 19 specific construction activities with the
potential for serious harm, if the activity is not conducted safety:
1.
2.
3.
4.

involves a risk of a person falling more than 2 m
is carried out on a telecommunication tower
involves demolition of an element of a structure that is load-bearing
involves demolition of an element of a structure that is related to the physical integrity of the
structure
5. involves, or is likely to involve, disturbing asbestos
6. involves structural alteration or repair that requires temporary support to prevent collapse
7. is carried out in or near a confined space
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8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.

is carried out in or near a shaft or trench deeper than 1.5 m or a tunnel
involves the use of explosives
is carried out on or near pressurised gas mains or piping
is carried out on or near chemical, fuel or refrigerant lines
is carried out on or near energised electrical installations or services
is carried out in an area that may have a contaminated or flammable atmosphere
involves tilt-up or precast concrete
is carried out on, in or adjacent to a road, railway, shipping lane or other traffic corridor in use by
traffic other than pedestrians
is carried out in an area of a workplace where there is any movement of powered mobile plant
is carried out in areas with artificial extremes of temperature
is carried out in or near water or other liquid that involves a risk of drowning
involves diving work.

The regulations require the SWMS for HRCW to:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Identify work that is HRCW; and
List the hazards; and
Describe the controls measures; and
How the risk control measures are to be implemented.

An example SMWS format is shown below:
SWMS
Task

Hazards (Change) relating to the
HRCW

Control Measures

Step-by-step list of actions/outcomes
required to perform the activity

List of potential hazards
(causation/outcome) related to each
HRCW task activity

Describe the control measures to
eliminate or minimize each hazard

However, as confirmed earlier, the regulations do not prescribe the format of a SMWS and surprisingly,
many details that are commonly seen on SWMS throughout industry at the moment, are also not legally
required. So, beware of fanatics trying to falsely enforce specific formats or content for SWMSs.

Safe Work Method Statements (SWMS) versus Job Safety/Hazard Analysis
(JSA/JHA)
In difference to a SWMS, what is a JSA/JHA? The difference between a SWMS and a JSA/JHA is that a SWMS
is the terminology prescribed as a statutory requirement for all High-Risk Construction Work (HRCW) under
safety regulations in Australia where the term JSA/JHA is not.
While construction activities not deemed to be High-Risk Construction Work Activities, as defined in the
relevant jurisdiction WHS Act and Regulations, do not require a SWMS to be developed, any Person
Conducting Business or Undertaking must still manage all risks to health and safety including the provision
of adequate information, training, instruction and supervision to workers undertaking work to ensure that
there is a ‘Safe System of Work’.
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The primary purpose of the risk assessment process is to confirm the agreed task methodology (establish
context) and assist supervisors and workers to identify change and develop, implement and monitor control
measures for any work so that it can be undertaken safely.
A JSA/JHA is a long standing form of field risk assessment, which details step-by-step how a task is to be
carried out safely. Sometimes the JSA/JHA is called a TRA or a JSEA and includes environmental aspects as
well. The name doesn’t really matter as it’s the process that matters.
Other than the employer’s general duty of care to ensure workers are trained and competent for their work,
there are no specific legal requirements to have a JSA/JHA or any regulations prescribing the format or
content for JSA/JHAs either.
Like the SWMS, typically, JSA/JHAs have three main components, these include:
1. Tasks - A step-by-step list of the basic activities of the task e.g. start machine.
2. Hazards – List of potential hazards at each step of the task.
3. Control Measures - Step-by-step instruction on how to safely carry out the task by controlling each
identified hazard.
An example JSA worksheet format is shown below:
JSA/JHA
Task

Hazards (Change)

Control Measures

Step-by-step list of
actions/outcomes required to
perform the activity.

List of potential hazards
Describes the control measures to eliminate or
(causation/outcome)
minimize each hazard
related to each task.

Use of SMWS and JSA/JHA outside of construction
The use of the term SWMS has increasingly been applied outside of HRCW and this is where some confusion
has arisen.
In some businesses, a SWMS is being used for non-routine construction activities and a JSA/JHA for ad hoc
tasks more recently in the form of ‘TAKE 5’. Again, there are no legal rules here. Your business may call
these documents whatever you like, as long as a safe system of work is in place.
Any non-routine or hazardous work activity whether scheduled or unscheduled should have a JSA/JHA
carried out, inclusive of:
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Tasks required to be performed under Permit to Work control.
Tasks that have a history of or potential for, injury, near miss or loss related incidents.
Safety critical tasks (eg. fire, explosion, chemical spill and creation of toxic or oxygen deficient
atmosphere).
Tasks carried out in new environments.
Routine Tasks where new people are performing the task.
Routine Tasks that have changed.
Non-routine tasks that have been rarely performed or
Tasks where or environmental conditions have or may change.
Tasks that may impact on the integrity or output of a processing system.
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To set the framework for moving forward, we need to first take a look at an example SAFE WORK METHOD STATEMENT
(SWMS) WORKSHEET, found in Appendix 1.
In the example form (found in Appendix 1), for formality, there are a number of titled boxes found in the first section.
Although the titles are most probably self-explanatory, (Not all sections are statutory requirements as discussed
earlier) the titles provided are provided as suggested as consistent with the work planning aspect of a SWMS/JSA/JHA
inclusive of:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

Supervisor assignment
Requirements for interfacing with Permit to Work system requirements related to critical safety activities
Details of work activity scheduling and also time management considerations
Provision for a description of the activity
Location of the activity
A sign on section for work team members
A checklist for one or more aspects of high-risk construction work
Identification of the qualifications and training (if any) required for persons doing the work
Identification of the Plant & Equipment to be used in the work activity
A listing of the Safety Equipment to be used in the work activity
A listing of the Personal Protective Equipment to be used in the work activity
A listing of the SDS and/or Hazardous Substance Risk Assessments associated with the work activity
A listing of the Permit to Work types associated with the work activity

Note: With Item 12 above, it is important that any listed information should be attached to the SWMS/JSA/JHA so
that as the Work Team sign on to the agreed work methodology, they are also acknowledging their understanding of
Chemical handling safety requirements. Objectively, this is one of the very few ways that the employer can
demonstrate the fulfilment of its Duty of Care to an employee to provide information and training in the safe handling
of workplace chemicals.

Establishing a the Job Steps (Standard of Operating Practice)
Now that we have established that the first column in a SWMS/JSA/JHA is the Task Column, we need to discuss the Job
Steps (the ‘Context’ for the risk assessment).
Whatever name your organisation chooses to call this risk assessment process, it often fails in achieving the objective
focus of a safe system of work, in that the employer has not established a standard of operating practice in the first
instance which would nominally be the basis of what is referred to as the Job Steps.
By the way, the term Standard Operating Procedure (SOP) may also not in itself be common to all workplaces. As an
example, some workplaces refer to a collection of job steps as a Work Instruction (WI’s), Work Method Statement
(WMS), or Task Instructions (TI’s). Whatever the name, in short, it has been my experience as an Auditor and Incident
Investigator, that if tested; many Employers in work places across industries today are exposed from both a statutory
non-compliance and common law litigation due to not having SOP’s established in that if you don’t have an SOP, how
can you demonstrate that you have a system of work, let alone a Safe System Of Work in the first instance.
At this point it is important to acknowledge that yes, not all job steps will have been documented in the past and there
will be a requirement by the work Supervisor to write the job steps from scratch and establish a task methodology to be
followed by a work team.
In exploring the Task (Routine Steps) column, perhaps one of the key areas where the establishment of a Safe System
of Work fails, the frustration of many workplace Supervisors must be acknowledge. In the first instance, we quite often
naively provide a blank JHA template to a work team and anticipate that those people involved in the job, in particular
in the role of a Supervisor, have the necessary literacy skills to express themselves adequately, let alone the time to
write down the steps of the job. The result of this assumption, in many circumstance results in a more conservative
approach in documenting the job steps.
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Additionally, where there is a requirement for the Job Steps column to be filled in by the Work Team Supervisor, there
is potentially an unrealistic expectation that each Supervisor will from individual memory; document the job steps in
the same level of detail or even in the same sequence. The result of this can of course be, that although a work team
may work to the documented job steps as detailed by the immediate task supervisor, they may not be working to the
Organisation’s Standard of Operating Practice required to meet quality assurance and/or predetermined safety
requirements.
From a different perspective, in keeping with employer Duty of Care requirements to provide adequate training and
consistent supervision, as people may repeat the job but under different supervision, the adequacy/consistency of
training could be in question.
Basically, with inconsistent training under these circumstances where there is lack of direct reference to documented
Organisational SOP’s, information provided by the differing Supervisors, may be considered as inherited knowledge.
An issue with inherited knowledge, is that it can be a little like the Chinese whisper, with variations of different
individual perspectives altering the integrity of the information. This is an environment where bad information can be
passed on to become unwanted custom and practice or habit.
Unfortunately on a number of occasions, I have observed Organisation that in fact have a Standard Operating
Procedures Manual established; only to find the Manual is gathering dust on a shelf in the Operations Managers office
or that the Supervisors have never been properly trained in it on joining an organisation. This happens a lot in
particular on Project work where Supervisors and the workforce are mobilised at the last minute, are given a brief
Induction and then are expected to make themselves familiar with not only Standard Operating Procedures, but also
the Organisation Safety Management System Procedural requirements. Not to speak of other HR, QA and other
Administrative Management system requirements.
So, as a recommendation, it is suggested that where SOP routine steps exist, they should come out from the
Organisation’s Operations Procedures Manual and be pre-populated into this first column of whatever SWMS/JSA/JHA
format is being used.
Where this is not possible because SOP routine steps don’t exist, then as part of the Task preparation, the Supervisor in
developing the work plan for the Task, writes up the standard of work practice or work methodology that is required
for this new task.
My experience has also been that there is a lot of confusion regarding the level of detail that needs to be documented
when it comes to writing down the job steps.
In some instances, it is common to see a number of separate tasks from the overall job being listed instead of the
actual job steps for each individual task. This approach is perhaps more akin to the ‘current common approach’ that is
taken when developing a SWMS for High Risk Work risk assessment.
To be honest, in documenting the number and detail of the job steps, it all comes down to the level of knowledge and
experience of the individuals assigned to carry out the task. Typically, the more experienced the Supervisor, the less
the steps that are usually documented in that there is often an assumption of knowledge towards the employees
assigned to do the job by the Supervisor. ‘And you know what happens when you assume things, right’. The test for the Supervisor
to see if they have documented the job steps at the right level is quite simple. On review of the job steps with the work
team; the Supervisor in their training role, needs to confirm with each employee involved with the task, that they
understand the requirements of each job step and how they get from step one to step two and so on.
The biggest risk in doing any job is that when one or a number of employees don’t understand the job steps, they will
be more than likely to improvise and do something unexpected and potentially unsafe putting their workmates at risk.
This is actually a difficult issue, in that Supervisors need to be skilled in management and training techniques to ensure
that in their role as a Supervisor; employees are not intimidated or possibly embarrassed, feeling too foolish to say they
don’t understand; or worse to proud to say that they don’t understand the job steps in particular in front of their
workmates! So basically, the job steps for the procedure need to be written for the lowest common denominator.
This is why the Cert IV Course in Training & Assessing was developed for Supervisors & Managers.
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An example of an approach is to consider that the job steps are being written for a young person just entering the
workforce.
Interestingly, when a young person is learning how to drive a car, they are generally not taught how to change a car
tyre, let alone the importance and requirements for checking tyre pressure and oil and water levels for the engine.
Historically this is left up to the Dad or Mum who may or may not refer to the Manufacturers instruction book that may
be found in the glove compartment! For interest, an example of Job Steps has been provided in Appendix 3 if you are
in the need of information to train somebody in how to change a car tyre.
Before moving off the subject of writing down the job steps, an important aspect in writing down each step is to write
each step in positive language as an instruction. Whenever possible starting the sentence off with a verb, or a doing
word as it is sometimes referred to. Using command language is more instructive.
Effectively, ensuring that the job steps are adequately documented is the first step for the employer in providing
adequate supervision and training consistent with the employers Duty of Care obligation to have a Safe System of
Work.

Risk Identification
With the establishment of adequately documented job steps in the first column, it is now time to turn our attention to
the risk assessment process. Consistent with the emphasis behind the current thinking in OSH legislation around
Australia today, the focus is to identify the hazard, assess the risk and make the changes.
In review of many SWMS/JSA/JHA’s, it has become evident that the consequence or outcome of the hazard potential is
the thing that is most commonly documented instead of the actual cause. An example of this is usually that
statements like ‘eye injury’, or something like ‘slips/trips/falls’, or ‘struck by’ are written down. So you ask the
question; ‘Eye injury’ …. from what? Unfortunately, without a clear understanding of the cause of the perceived
outcome, on review of suggested corrective actions proposed, it is often impossible to confirm if indeed the proposed
corrective action will eliminate or treat the perceived hazard or risk.
Perhaps, in our endeavour to educate the workforce in hazard identification, we have missed out on the fundamental
point that it’s all about managing change.
Effectively, if there is an SOP in place, then anything ‘different from normal’ must be considered as having hazard or
loss potential if strategies are not put in place to manage the difference from the SOP. So at this point, I believe there
is benefit whilst in undertaking the hazard identification process, that we get people to start asking the question,
‘What’s Different’.
Additionally, it is also quite common to see that for the hazard of eye injury (listed in the Hazards column) that the
identified mitigation in the control column is for employees to wear safety glasses. The reality hear is that during
Induction training, quite often the wearing of safety glasses in the workplace is specified as mandatory, or the norm for
the workplace depicted by safety signage. So there is really no need to record the requirement on the risk assessment
process unless something is different from normal like a requirement to wear a different level of eye protection. As an
example, there are instances where for the potential of eye injury, during grinding activity that produces high speed
particles (listed in the Hazards column), the identified mitigation in the control column, is the requirement to wear fully
enclosed goggles or double eye protection. Again, such a requirement to wear fully enclosed goggles or double eye
protection should be a routine practice and should be included as a routine step for the task in the first column. The
point being made is to avoid filling up the risk assessment columns with ‘routine controls’ and stick to managing
‘what’s different’!
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In identifying what’s different, a good place to start is considering the receiving environment. By this, I refer to the fact
that under normal conditions, the job at hand may be done within a controlled workshop environment. However,
today the job at hand will be done outdoors and there is the potential as an example, of there being strong wind gusts
and it raining. So based on the potential difference of strong wind gusts and it raining, the conditions may become
hazardous in that the job requires the use of electrical equipment which may as an example, result in users of the
electrical equipment, being exposed to electric shock if the equipment gets wet.
Further, that due to the rain, employees may be distracted or lose concentration by getting wet, or be exposed to
subsequent ill health. Then with the potential of strong wind gusts, loose sheets of material normally not affected,
may become airborne and strike into people causing injury. Using the example of changing a car tyre, it may be that
you have had to pullover on a busy road or there may also be adverse weather conditions, or it may simply be night
time. So in understanding what is different, in suggesting the corrective action for exposure to wet conditions, the task
may need to be done under a temporary shelter or other remedy consistent with the perceived risk and remedy in
keeping with the principle for the hierarchy of control.
Besides the receiving environment of the task location, other things that could be different could be for example that
one of the assigned workers may be very inexperienced in the task and as such may require that worker may need to
be assigned to a more experienced worker to monitor and oversee his/her activity as a buddy. This is in keeping with
establishing an administrative risk control. Another example of change may be that due to some change in
circumstance or location, a step(s) in the normal procedure may be excluded. It is important that this is also recorded
and risk assessed for impact and that control actions like ensuring that all of the work team are made aware of the step
change from normal procedure.

Risk Assessment & Control
On identifying hazard or loss potential from something that is different, it is important, to demonstrate the formal
process of risk assessment. This formal practice is based on principles determined within the Australian Standard AS/NZS 31000 - Risk Management. This standard provides guidance for establishing the context, identifying, analysing,
evaluating, treating, monitoring and communicating risk.
The basic principles of risk assessment are to understand the consequence and likelihood potential, classify the risk and
value to treat the risk and confirm that by subsequent risk assessment that the residual risk has been reduced to a level
that is as low as reasonably practicable (ALARP).
As you will have no doubt experienced as have I, there are a number of different interpretations and applications of
this principle throughout industry. An example of a simplified version of a risk assessment matrix has been provided in
the worksheet example in Appendix 1. In the example provided, you will note that it has been simplified to three
bands of risk classification being either LOW, MEDIUM or HIGH risk. The classification level is also reflected in priority
by the use of the traffic light concept of green for go, yellow for caution and red for stop. It is best to have a simplified
risk matrix for use in the workplace….
In principle, the classification of low risk in the example suggests that the essential concept of risk control is that the
risk potential is communicated as an existing strategy and management is understood by all parties. The classification
of medium risk in the example suggests that the risk is acceptable subject to the fact that the organisation needs to
spend additional effort/money in the provision of material or people resources in the management of the risk. Finally
the classification of high risk in the example suggests that the risk is intolerable in that the risk is beyond effective
administrative management and 'must be avoided' by ELIMINATION, substitution, isolation or engineering control for
the work team to proceed with the task.
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Importantly, whatever risk model that is applied by an organisation, the important thing is that a process of risk
assessment is being applied to demonstrate the perception of risk is understood by the people doing the work. In
truth, the perception of risk is just that, perception, which is influenced by many things no less than personal
experience, knowledge, values and fear.
Why the risk assessment process is so important, is that after identifying the hazard or loss potential, the risk
assessment process validates the work team’s rights to work safely and implement the proposed and agreed risk
control measure to do so.
The process is actually an essential for demonstrating consultative work practice.
As an example; for the work team agree that to continue with the work in a situation of wet weather where the
consequence of injury may be low but the likelihood high; based on a risk classification of a medium risk, all work team
members may need to be issued with a raincoat.
Subsequent to the provision of other information that might support a change or reduction in the perception of the risk
likelihood by the work team, the obligation is then on the employer to provide for the required risk control
requirements for the task to continue. Interestingly, where a work team have identified a hazard or loss potential in
particular relating to the potential of injury; this may be a circumstance where a workplace Resolutions of Issues
process may need to be facilitated.
From a different perspective, should the employer insist that the work team continue without the required risk control
measure, and a member of the work team is subsequently injured; then the employer’s representative giving
instruction to proceed may be subject to having committed an offence under the criminal law code for knowingly
endangering a worker and by using undue influence over that worker.
The upside is that in implementing a control measure that has been agreed subsequent to risk assessment, any
expenditure of money is validated in that the expenditure should effectively be far less than the cost of the outcome if
the hazard remained uncontrolled and became an incident.

The Generic SWMS/JSA/JHA
By now, some people may be thinking that in their workplace they have all of this established already. In fact, they
have their version of a SWMS/JSA/JHA and all of the columns are already filled in to make it really easy for Supervisors
and workers! This is what many would refer to as the generic document!
Dr Robert Long in his Paper titled ‘Swimming Up Stream and the SWMS Dilemma’, in summary he identified that the
SWMS have now become an industry in themselves. He confirmed that most SWMS are currently completed by
professionals, trained safety officers and office-based people who have a certain level of bureaucratic literacy. He
commented that many organisations construct their SWMS by copy and paste from successful SWMS from other
organisations. He also quite correctly noted that the real dilemma with the current SWMS development approach,
concerns the gap between ‘projected risk’ and ‘attributed risk’ in the generic SWMS, in difference to what should be
the ‘actual’ or ‘real risk’ associated to the application of a task in the field. Whilst the SWMS are intended to be a safety
thinking tool, this is not how they are used. They are used more as satisfying just another deliverable and are quickly
becoming meaningless in the battle against reckless risk taking behaviour in the workplace. Objectively, once
everyone on site sign on to the SWMS, the classic example of ‘tick and flick’, the employer believes/assumes that they
have satisfied their Duty of Care. This is so far from the truth and a very dangerous assumption!
The fact is that what some would perceive as a generic SWMS document, others might call the organisations (Task) Risk
Registers, or sometimes referred as Hazard Registers.
Unfortunately, the concept of the organisation Risk Register is also not well understood either.
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Consistent with the principles of Risk Management, many organisations carry out a business risk assessment where
there is potential for threats to the business from issues such as; commercial/legal, product manufacture/integrity,
property/equipment damage/availability, societal issues/events, industrial relations, natural events and security
breach. From this high level risk assessment process usually carried as a risk assessment workshop activity, the
organisation develops the basis of the organisations Risk Register and quite often focused on business continuity.
What seems to be missed is that as an organisation develops its management systems, the findings and results of the
risk assessment process is actually meant to validate and give value to that organisations Safety Management Plan and
supporting policy and standards, whilst demonstrating how statutory requirements are interpreted and complied with.
As an example, the organisation might have a policy that all persons in the workplace have to wear a long sleeved shirt
and long trousers to work. As a Supervisor, if an employee asks you why this is compulsory and no answer other than
‘that’s the rule’ is given, then there is little motivation for that employee to comply other than through fear. However,
where the Supervisor identifies that there is an identified task risk exposure, like increased potential of skin cancer, and
it is company policy, then the employee is more likely to comply.
In short, the organisations Risk Register should be the fundamental instrument that validates the management of risk
right down to the undertaking of routine work practice through the establishment of documented SOP’s.
The Register is also important in that it is used to capture the management of non-routine situations for historical
reference. This is where there is a direct relationship to the SWMS/JSA/JHA process.
When something is identified as being a hazard or having loss potential during the risk identification process,
Supervisors and the work team should have access to the organisations task Risk Registers, where hopefully from
previous experience of the hazard in relation to the task, the risk controls have been captured.
Where a non-routine hazard has been captured in the past and there is a suggested risk control, this historical
information can then be used to assist the work team in understanding the appropriateness and effectiveness of
previous risk management controls that have been applied. Of course, where a hazard has not been encountered in
the past, the opportunity is then to capture details of the hazard and the implemented controls for future reference.
With respect to the capture of non-routine situations and the learnings gained from the applied risk controls, should
that hazard or loss potential risk become routine, then as a process of continuous improvement, the confirmed risk
control strategy should become a step within the documented SOP task steps.
Ironically, this process is also consistent with the practicalities and principles of Quality Assurance.

Confirming of a Safe System of Work
So just how does all of this really relate to establishing a Safe System of Work as required by the employer in fulfilling
their Duty of Care Responsibility?
Earlier in this paper, we touched on the section of the worksheet template (Appendix 1) that required those people
carrying out the work (Work Team) to print and sign their name on the form. By signing they would be confirming that
they have received a full briefing by the Supervisor on the task/job steps and that following the Risk Assessment
process, that they understand the safe system of work to be followed and will work in accordance with the agreed safe
work practice.
Importantly, by signing the form, in the first instance the Work Team member has by review of the SWMS/JSA/JHA,
agreed that the Supervisor has provided training in the procedural requirements of the task. Secondly, the employee
has also agreed by signature that consistent with providing adequate Supervision, that risks associated with the task
have been identified in consultation with the Supervisor and control strategies established.
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Some would say that getting an employee to sign off, is simply no more than the organisation trying to cover the
potential of any legal exposure should something untoward occur. Yes, I would agree that this is a true assumption.
However, this is where employees also need to understand exactly what their exposure is if they sign off on the agreed
practice and then fail to follow all of the agreed job steps and risk control strategies.
The first outcome is of course, that the employee may be subject to the organisations disciplinary action process and if
serious enough; the employee may be subject to dismissal from the organisation. Should as a result of non-compliance
the employee sustain an injury, then they may also compromise their right to full compensation.
From the employer’s perspective, it should be noted that with the co-signatures of other employees involved in the
task, that the employer effectively has witness statements in support of fulfilling the Duty of Care obligations.
Significantly, there is also another side to the Duty of Care implication as it relates to each individual employee and
their duty to work in a safe manner so as to not harm themselves or a fellow workmate. The implication is that should
as a result of non-compliance by one employee result in another employee sustaining an injury; then the negligent
employee may also be exposed to penalties under OSH Statutory, Criminal Laws and possibly Civil litigation.

CONCLUSION
In conclusion, the current methods of how SWMS/JSA/JHA’s are being documented and referred to within many
workplaces, needs a big rethink if employers are really concerned about embracing the legal concept of safe systems of
work. Unfortunately, there is currently a great ‘divide’ or gap between work as imagined in the SWMS/JSA/JHA and
work as actually performed.
On the up side, if your process identifies all the hazards and outlines how they will be controlled during the task, then
you have satisfied the legal requirement to provide a ‘safe system of work’ whether called a SWMS or JSA/JHA.
An important recommendation in support of this is that employers consider providing the job steps for SOP’s already in
the first column of the worksheet format to assist Supervisors and workers in carrying out tasks in accordance with the
organisations requirements.
Consistent with this is the need for employers to focus on the importance of the Management of Change link between
the SWMS/JSA/JHA process, a Task Risk Registers, and the continuous improvement of work practice.
The hardest aspect of change management is guiding people to successfully change. Successful change management
requires a change of heart and a change in thinking.
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APPENDIX 1
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APPENDIX 2 – How To Change A Car Tyre
1.
2.
3.
4.

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.

20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.

31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
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On confirmation of a flat tyre, operate the hazard warning lights.
Drive at no more than 5mph with a flat tyre for a short distance to a level surface, preferably well-lit in position allowing enough room
to change the tyre.
Park the vehicle in a safe location - away from traffic.
Engage car into gear;
 select first gear for a manual
 select park for an automatic.
Secure the vehicle handbrake and turn off the engine leaving the Hazard Lights still on.
Get all passengers out of the car and safely away from the road.
Locate and wear high visibility safety vest.
Locate and wear gloves
Chock behind and in front of the wheel diagonally opposite the tyre that needs to be changed using rock/bricks, pieces of wood or
other suitable objects
Locate and deploy safety triangle, about 10 metres behind the vehicle to warn other road users
Locate Vehicle Handbook stored in glove compartment,
Refer to the vehicle handbook for location of jack and tools.
Remove luggage from boot if heavy or if it's obstructing access to the spare wheel and tools.
Locate the jack in the vehicle and confirm that it is serviceable and fits your vehicle, ensuring that where multiple jack choices are
available - the most suitable for the conditions is used condition requirements.
Locate the wheel brace /lug nut wrench and the locking nut (usually kept in the glove compartment) in the vehicle and confirm that
they are serviceable and fit your wheel
Check that spare tyre is adequately inflated and confirm that its serviceable and fits your wheel
Remove the spare tyre from storage position 9use locking nut if required) and roll it to where it's needed.
Pries off and remove hubcaps/plastic wheel cover (if fitted) using the end of the wheel brace if necessary.
Loosen turning counterclockwise, all wheel lug nuts using the wheel brace, placing your foot on the wheel brace and pressing down
carefully with your full weight to shift them if necessary, before jacking up the car, to prevent the wheel spinning on you when fully
removing the wheel lug nuts.
Refer to the vehicle handbook for location of jacking points and operation of the jack.
Remove the jack from storage position.
Locate jacking point as per handbook specification.
Secure the jack at jacking point as per handbook specification, placing the jack on a broad base, e.g. a piece of flat metal, if the ground
is soft or uneven.
Jack up the vehicle lifting the corner of the car just enough so that the flat tire clears the ground to about 2.5 to 5cm off the ground to
enable easy removal of the flat/ unserviceable tyre and easy lifting of the spare into place.
Lay spare tyre on ground half under car body, adjacent to flat tyre once the car body is raised sufficiently to act as a safety cushion
should the car slip off the jack.
Complete removal of the wheel nuts unscrewing the nuts in diagonal pairs, placing together with the wheel hub cap/cover or together
in a hat, pocket or drinking cup so they are not lost.
Remove the flat/ unserviceable tyre and roll it out of the way and lay it on its side on ground half under car body, in the position of the
replacement tyre which should be removed at the same time.
Roll the spare replacement tyre into position and ensure it is the correct way round, install centrally adjusting onto the wheel studs
threaded shafts.
Replace and hand tighten the top wheel nut to hold new tyre in the central position placing your foot against the bottom of the spare to
hold it in position until a couple of wheel nuts are on.
Continue replacing other wheel nuts and tighten them all finger tight and then snug them up with the wheel brace, starting with one
wheel nut and skipping to the next one until they are all tight:
 in a star pattern if there are five nuts.

just tighten the opposite nut from where you started where there are only 4 nut lugs and then the remaining two in any order.
Lower the car on the jack until the tyre of the replaced wheel just touches the road and then, using the wheel brace, lightly tightens the
wheel nuts, but at no time stand on the wheel brace to do this, only use your hands.
Remove the punctured wheel from under car and finish lowering the vehicle and remove jack.
Ensure all wheel nuts are securely fastened and replace the hubcaps/plastic wheel cover (if fitted).
Secure the jack and tools in the appropriate place in the vehicle
Secure the unserviceable tyre into the spare tyre bracket, in an appropriate place or leave it on the side of the road if too heavy to lift.
Remove the chocks from the front and back
Recover and store deployed safety triangles
Continue your journey but ‘Do not exceed 80kph while a 'space saver' type spare is fitted’ and ensure the punctured tyre repaired or
replaced as soon as possible.
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